## TOUR PACKAGES

For Details and Rates, kindly contact joanneaf@infomedweb.com

| 6 Days - 5 Nights | DAY 01: BIRKAT AL-MAWZ – JABAL AKHDAR MOUNTAIN TOUR  
1st option | Overnight in Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
DAY 02: SAYQ PLATEAU | Overnight at a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
DAY 03: NIZWA – BAHLA – JABRIN – MISFAT AL ABRIYEEN – WAHIBA | Overnight in a Desert Camp  
DAY 04: WAHIBA SANDS – AL-KAMIL WA L-WAFI – WADI BANI KHALID - WAHIBA SANDS | Overnight in a Desert Camp  
DAY 05: WAHIBA SANDS – JAALAN BANI BU HASSAN – RAS AL-RUWAIS – SUR – RAS AL-HADD | Overnight in a Ras Al-Hadd/Sur Hotel  
DAY 06: RAS AL-HADD - WADI TIWI – FINS WHITE SANDS BEACH – BIMMAH SINKHOLE - MUSCAT VIA QUORIYAT | Drop off to Muscat |

2nd option | Overnight in a Ras Al-Hadd/Sur Hotel  
DAY 02: SUR – DHOW FACTORY – JAALAN BANI BU HASSAN – RAS AL-RUWAYS – AL-KAMIL WA L-WAFI – WAHIBA SANDS | Overnight in a Desert Camp  
DAY 03: DUNE BASHING – VISIT OF A BEDOUIN FAMILY – WADI BANI KHALID | Overnight in a Desert Camp  
DAY 05: SAYQ PLATEAU | Overnight at a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
## 5 Days - 4 Nights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Itinerary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1st option** | **DAY 01**: BIRKAT AL-MAWZ – JABAL AKHDAR MOUNTAIN TOUR  
Overnight in a Nizwa/Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
**DAY 02**: SAYQ PLATEAU  
Overnight at a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
**DAY 03**: NIZWA – BAHLA – JABRIN – MISFAT AL ABRIYEEN – WAHIBA  
Overnight in a Desert Camp  
**DAY 04**: WAHIBA SANDS – AL-KAMIL WA L-WAFI – WADI BANI KHALID - WAHIBA SANDS  
Overnight in a Desert Camp  
**DAY 05**: WAHIBA SANDS – SUR DHOW FACTORY - WADI TIWI – FINS WHITE SANDS BEACH – BIMMAH SINKHOLE – VIA QURIYAT  
Drop off to Muscat |
| **2nd option** | **DAY 01**: MUSCAT – QURIYAT – WADI DAYQAH – BIMMAH SINKHOLE – FINS WHITE SANDS BEACH – WADI TIWI – SUR – RAS AL-HADD  
Overnight in a Ras Al-Hadd/Sur Hotel  
**DAY 02**: SUR – DHOW FACTORY – AL-KAMIL WA L-WAFI – WADI BANI KHALID – WAHIBA SANDS  
Overnight in a Desert Camp  
**DAY 03**: WAHIBA SANDS – SINAW – NIZWA – BAHLA – BIRKAT AL-MAWZ – JABAL AKHDAR  
Overnight in Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
**DAY 04**: SAYQ PLATEAU  
Overnight at a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
**DAY 05**: TANUF – JABREEN – MISFAT AL-ABRIYIN – AL-HAMRA  
Drop off to Muscat |
| **3rd option** | **DAY 01**: MUSCAT – QURIYAT - BIMMAH SINKHOLE – FINS WHITE SANDS BEACH – WADI TIWI – SUR - WAHIBA  
Overnight in a Desert Camp  
**DAY 02**: DUNE BASHING – VISIT OF A BEDOUIIN FAMILY – AL-KAMIL - WADI BANI KHALID  
Overnight in a Desert Camp  
**DAY 03**: SINAW – NIZWA FORT (PS) AND SOUK – BAHLA FORT - BIRKAT AL-MAWZ - AL-JABAL AL-AKHDAR – THE GREEN MOUNTAIN  
Overnight at Alila Jabal Akhdar, 5* Mountain Hotel, Mountain View Suite incl. HB  
**DAY 4**: SAYQ PLATEAU  
Overnight at a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel  
**DAY 05**: TANUF – BAHLA – JABRIN – MISFAT AL-ABRIYIN – AL-HAMRA – MUSCAT -DROP OFF TO MUSCAT |
| 4 Days - 3 Nights | 1st option | **DAY 01 : BIRKAT AL-MAWZ – JABAL AKHDAR MOUNTAIN TOUR**  
Overnight in a Nizwa/Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel | **DAY 02 : NIZWA – BAHLA – JABRIN – SINAW – WAHIBA**  
Overnight in a Desert Camp | **DAY 03 : WAHIBA SANDS – WADI BANI KHALID – AL-KAMIL – SUR – RAS AL-HADD**  
Drop off to Muscat |
| **4 Days - 3 Nights** | 2nd option | **DAY 01 : BIRKAT AL-MAWZ – JABAL AKHDAR MOUNTAIN TOUR**  
Overnight in a Nizwa/Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel | **DAY 02 : SAYQ PLATEAU**  
Overnight at a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel | **DAY 03 : NIZWA – BAHLA – JABRIN – SINAW – WAHIBA**  
Overnight in a Desert Camp | **DAY 04 : WAHIBA SANDS – WADI BANI KHALID – DHOW FACTORY – FINS WHITE SANDS BEACH – BIMMAH SINKHOLE – MUSCAT**  
Drop Off to Muscat |
Overnight in a Ras Al-Hadd/Sur Hotel | **DAY 02 : SUR – DHOW FACTORY – AL-KAMIL WA L-WAFI – WADI BANI KHALID – WAHIBA SANDS**  
Overnight in a Desert Camp | **DAY 03 : WAHIBA SANDS – SINAW – NIZWA – BAHLA – BIRKAT AL-MAWZ – JABAL AKHDAR**  
Overnight in a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel | **DAY 04 : TANUF – JABREEN – MISFAT AL-ABRIYIN – AL-HAMRA**  
Drop off to Muscat. |
| **3 Days - 2 Nights** | 1 option | **DAY 01 : MUSCAT – BIMMAH SINKHOLE – FINS WHITE SANDS BEACH – SUR – WADI BANI KHALID – WAHIBA SANDS**  
Overnight in a Desert Camp | **DAY 02 : WAHIBA SANDS – SINAW – NIZWA – BAHLA – BIRKAT AL-MAWZ – JABAL AKHDAR**  
Overnight in a Jabal Akhdar Mountain Hotel | **DAY 03 : TANUF – JABREEN – MISFAT AL-ABRIYIN – AL-HAMRA –drop off to muscat** |
INCLUDED SERVICES:

• Accommodation in selected hotels/camp.
• Daily buffet breakfast.
• Sightseeing as mentioned in the itinerary with **English speaking driver cum guide**, with suitable 4WD.
• Arrival and departure private transfers as mentioned in the itinerary with English speaking driver with suitable
• All entrance fees to the sightseeing places as mentioned in the program (subject to change).
• Sites as mentioned on the program description – kindly note some sites that are subject to closure due to religious festivals, Government holidays and some due to weather conditions and seasonality.
• All known taxes and service charges

EXCLUDED SERVICES:

• Oman Visa
• Any item of personal nature.
• Any meals/beverages which are not mentioned under ‘included services’.
• Tips and porterage.
• Any optional tours / excursions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

• This offer is valid for min. 02pax as stated above travelling together
• **Offer is on request basis and upon availability.**
• All accommodation as mentioned above meal plan
• All above mentioned rates are in US Dollar and inclusive of currently valid taxes and service charges.
• In case these are changed we have to adjust the prizes as well.
• Please note that at the moment all offered tours and points of interest are open and accessible.
• Should the date of travel fall on a public holiday or a unforeseen event making the visit impossible is Desert Gate Tourism not responsible for any refund.
• Please note that Friday & Saturday are public holidays in Oman a lot of points of interest are closed on Fridays.

CANCELLATION CHARGES:

• Within 45 - 31 days prior to arrival – no charges
• Within 30 - 21 days prior to arrival – 50%
• Within 20 days prior to arrival – 100%